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The promise of stem cell therapiesThe Stem Cell Hope How
Stem cells can alleviate neck and back pain and heal damaged discs without medication or surgery. Eric Stoffers , Entrepreneur.com A healthy spine must be strong enough to support your entire body, ...
High-Potency 'Golden Cells' Offer Hope to Those With Severe Chronic Back and Neck Pain
It is unclear how quickly we will see stem cells become a clinical reality for several reasons. In the USA, researchers can receive federal funding for adult stem cells and for study on a limited ...
Stem Cells and Neurologic Diseases: Hope or Hype?
Stem cell research holds great potential for regenerative therapies and treatments to combat cardiovascular disease, which is responsible for over 30% of all deaths worldwide.
Imaging method predicts how well stem cells can differentiate into cardiac muscle cells
At-home Tysabri Infusions Appear as Safe, Effective as Those at Clinics In this study, a small number of MS patients receive three infusions at their regular infusion center and three in their homes.
MS News That Caught My Eye Last Week: Stem Cells, Home Infusions, Hippocampus
Stem cell research has resulted in several important breakthroughs in medicine, such as rebuilding the larynx and regenerating spinal cord connectors. Now the liver, one of the most highly sought ...
Scientists grow human liver from stem cells, hope to relieve transplant woes (video)
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has given the green light to a Phase 2 clinical trial that will assess the efficacy of using adult mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to treat the symptoms of ...
FDA Greenlights Stem Cells Trial Aiming to Improve Quality of Life
Companies working on induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) therapies face a dilemma automating their processes due to a lack of tailored equipment. That’s the opinion of Cenk Sumen, PhD, chief ...
Stem Cell Manufacturer Highlights “Catch 22” on Automation
Non-profit research organization Hope Biosciences Stem Cell Research Foundation (HBSCRF) has received FDA authorization for a randomized, double-blind ...
FDA Gives Green Light for Multiple Sclerosis Stem Cell Trial
The unnamed person took part in a trial whereby stem cells from her nose were applied to her spine in the hope that it could repair the nerve damage that led to her paralysis. Unfortunately ...
Experimental stem cell treatment causes woman to grow parts of a nose on her spine
Taking account of a patient’s background, the circumstances of their lives and the particular challenges they might face is crucial to delivering ...
Background should not be a barrier to access stem cell transplant treatment and care
City of Hope’s Yanhong Shi, Ph.D., was recently awarded a five-year, $7.8 million grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to conduct translational research on a gene-linked neurological ...
City of Hope stem cell expert awarded $7.8 million to study Canavan disease
"In cases where you have neurodegeneration, having stem cells that proliferate is potentially ... into this sleeping or quiescent state, in the hope that scientists can figure out the mechanism ...
Newly Discovered 'Sleeper Phase' in Stem Cells Could Advance Brain Tumor Treatment
Chloe Gray was diagnosed with a rare blood disorder before she was born. When she was seven her family were told only a transplant would save her. | ITV News Tyne Tees ...
Sunderland 11-year-old gets life-saving stem cell transplant after worldwide donor search
These Bristol researchers wanted to develop a way to make stem cells be attracted to cardiac tissue, in the hope that this will improve their therapeutic effects. “With regenerative cell ...
Artificial Bacterial Protein Allows Stem Cells to Home to the Heart
Houston area non-profit research organization Hope Biosciences Stem Cell Research Foundation (HBSCRF) has received Food and Drug Administration (FDA) authorization for a Phase II clinical trial to ...
FDA Authorizes Simultaneous Stem Cell Trials for Parkinson’s
Advocates hope to stay the judge’s injunction and ... in July about the issue to get a sense of their support for stem cell research since they haven’t already taken the votes.
Key Democrat Says Leadership Will Act Quickly On Stem Cell Research
J&J is one of many Big Pharma drugmakers chasing the golden goose in oncology bispecifics, with some early positive results in lung cancer to show for it. Now, looking to break through in blood cancer ...
J&J, Sid Mukherjee's Vor team up to pair bispecifics with engineered stem cells for blood cancer
It’s been a long journey for Jehvan Crompton but his battle with cancer has finally come to an end for the first time in nearly two years as he is now cancer-free.
Jehvan Crompton is cancer free after blood stem cell transplant
Feeling it was her only hope she decided to head to Mexico ... AHSCT is a procedure that involves harvesting stem cells from patients, giving them doses of chemotherapy, then replacing the ...
Multiple sclerosis stem cell treatment drives SA mum on mission to Mexico amid COVID-19
There are several categories of uses for stem cells in the research and treatment of neurological diseases. First, stem cells can be utilized as a biological tool to understand disease.
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